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THE THEORY OF GRÖBNER BASES

by Franz Pauer and Marlene Pfeifhofer

Introduction

Let Rbe a principal ideal domain (for example the ring of integers

or a field) and R[Y] R[X1(Y„] the polynomial ring in n variables

over R.

Let us mention some questions related to a subset F of F[2T] :

1) Let P e F[2f]. How can we decide (in a finite number of steps)

if P is an element of the ideal generated by F

2) How can we find exact solutions to the system of algebraic equations

corresponding to F

3) If F' is another subset of F[2T|, how can we decide if F and F'

generate the same ideal

An answer to these questions can be given by the method of so-called

"Gröbner-bases". x)

A "basis" of an ideal in F[X] is a subset which generates this ideal.

If we choose a strict ordering on N", we can (analogous to the one-variable
case) define the degree and the initial term of polynomials in F[X]. A
"Gröbner basis" is a finite ideal basis, such that the initial terms of its
elements generate the ideal generated by all initial terms of polynomials
in the given ideal (see 1.5.).

In the first section we arrange some notations and give the definition
of a Gröbner basis.

Then we present a division algorithm, which generalizes the usual division
of univariate polynomials, and we give a characterization of Gröbner bases

in terms of this division.
In the third section we explain how to construct a Gröbner basis from

a given finite ideal basis.

l) Wolfgang Gröbner, 1899-1980, tyrolean mathematician.
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Finally, we apply the method of Gröbner bases to systems of algebraic
equations and to a geometric problem :

Using the "lexicographic ordering" on N", a Gröbner basis of an ideal

immediately yields ideal bases of the corresponding elimination ideals (see 4.3.).

If X is an algebraic subset of the affine n-space, a Gröbner basis with
respect to the "inverse lexicographic ordering" permits to obtain an ideal
basis of the homogeneous ideal, which defines the Zariski-closure of X in the

projective n-space (see 5.).

The method of Gröbner bases was introduced by B. Buchberger in 1965.

For the history of the theory and for further applications see [B].
Our aim is to give a short and self-contained introduction to the theory

of Gröbner bases. In this form it could be part of a second or third

year algebra course. The results written down in this article can be found
elsewhere, but we present short proofs.

We do not enter into questions of implementation or complexity of the

algorithms (see for instance [B], [E], [Kl], [T]).
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We thank Thierry Vust and the referee for proposing several improvements
on the first version of this article.

1. Notations and Definitions

The notations introduced here will be valid throughout this article.

1.1. We denote by R a principal ideal domain (for example: Z, a field,
the polynomial ring or power series ring in one variable over a field)
and by R[2f] the polynomial ring over R in n variables Xl9...,Xn.
Sometimes we make tacitly the additional assumption that we can compute
a greatest common divisor of two elements in R.

If S is a subset of R[X], we write <S> for the ideal generated by S

in R[X].
Recall that R[X] is a noetherian ring, this means that every strictly

ascending sequence of ideals in R[X] is finite.

For <* («!,otJeN" we abbreviate X\x X°? X? by Xa.
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1.2. Let < be a strict ordering on N" which has the following two

properties :

VaeN" — {0} 0 < a ;

Va, ß, y eNn, (a< ß^a + y< ß + y).

Well-known examples for such orderings are:

the lexicographic ordering (a < ß:o there is a j e {1,n} such that
l

ak ßfc if k < j and oc,- < ßj)5

the graded lexicographic ordering

(a < ß : (Ê ai< Lßi) or ((!«,= fß.) and a < ß)),
GL i 1 i 1 i 1 i 1 L

n n

the graded inverse lexicographic ordering (a < ß : <=> Y at< Y ßt) or
GIL i= 1 i 1

Yj ßi) an(i there is a j e {1,n} such that ak ßfe if k > j and
i 1 i 1

a,. > ß;)).

Examples : (0, 2, 0) < (1, 0, 0) < (1, 0, 1)
L L

(1, 0, 0) < (0, 2, 0) < (1, 0, 1)
GL GL

(1, 0, 0) < (1, 0, 1) < (0, 2, 0)
GIL GIL

As usual, we write a ^ ß instead of (a < ß or a ß).

All expressions like maximum, minimum, smaller,... refer to this ordering.

1.3. Lemma, a) Each a g N" is the smallest element in

a + N": {a + y|ye N"}

In particular : if Xa divides Xß, then a ^ ß.

b) Every strictly descending sequence in N" is finite. In particular, any
subset in Nn contains a smallest element.

Proof.

a) 0 < y implies a 0 + a<y + a.

b) Let a(l) > a(2) > be a strictly descending sequence in Nn. Consider
the corresponding sequence Aa(1), Xa{2),... of monomials. By a) the sequence
of ideals <Aa(1)> c= < Aa(1), Xa{2)> c= is strictly ascending, hence finite.
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1.4. With £caXa 0r £ C*X* we always tacitly mean that only finitely
a aeN"

many of the coefficients ca are different from zero.
Let 0 # p £ CaXa e F[X]. Then we define

If A, B ç Nn, then A + B : {a + ß | a e A, ß e B}.
For a subset P £ F[X] we define

deg (F) : {deg (P) | P e F - {0}}, 0(F) : deg (P) + N" and

in (P) : {in (P) I PgP - {0}}.

1.5. Let J be an ideal in F[X], J # {0}.

Definition. A finite subset G of J — {0} is a "Gröbner basis of J"
iff in (G) generates the ideal < in (J) >.

Remarks and examples.

1) Let R be a field. Then a finite subset G of J — {0} is a Gröbner
basis of J iff deg (J) 0(G) deg (G) + NB).

2) Gröbner bases always exist : Choose a finite generating subset M ç in (J)
of <in(J)>. Then any finite subset G of J with in (G) 3 M is a Gröbner
basis of J.

3) Not every generating subset of an ideal is a Gröbner basis: Consider
the graded lexicographic ordering on N2. Let P1: X 2X2 + Xx and

P2 : XxX \ be elements of Q[X1, X2]. Then {P1, P2} is not a Gröbner
basis of J : <P1? P2>, since X2P! — X1P2eJ, but X1X2
£ <X\X2^X1X\> <in(P1),in(P2)>.
4) Any finite subset of J — {0} containing a Gröbner basis is a Gröbner
basis.

5) Let J be a principal ideal. Then any finite subset of J which contains

a generating element of J is a Gröbner basis of J.

6) Any set of monomials ckX*(k)} ç F[X] is a Gröbner basis

of the ideal generated by them.

1.6. Let J be an ideal in F[X], J ^ {0}.
The set in (J) is determined by a "weight-function"

a

deg (P) : max {a e N" | ca ^ 0} ("the degree of P"),
le (P) : — cdeg(P)

in (P) : lc(P)Xdeg(P)

("the leading coefficient of P") and

("the initial term of P").
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w : deg (J) R

5 i— w(Ô),

where w(8) is a generating element of the (principal) ideal

<lc(P)|Pe J, deg(P) 5>

So for n 2 we can visualize in (J) by a figure of the following form:

f

• »

a

4

9

1V(OC) wf/i)

•
• • • #

W(f\ w(S) ' • 4

Figure 1.

For example, to <2X1,3X2> s Z[Xx, X2~\ corresponds figure 2.

3 I
•
•

3 1 a a

3 4

2 2 2

Figure 2.
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If P is a field, then w : deg (J) -> P is a "weight function".

8 I—> 1

So the corresponding figure is of the form

; •

1 1 i •

i i

i 1

Figure 3.

2. The Division Algorithm

Let F be a finite subset of P[X] — {0}.

2.1. Definition. An "admissible combination of F" is an expression of the

form L : £ c(y, P)XJP, c(y, P) g P, such that
yeN", PeF

deg (L) max {deg (XyP) | c(y, P) # 0}

Example. Let P, Qe P[AT] and let a, ß g N". Then X°P — Xpg is an
admissible combination of {P, g} iff Xa • in (P) ^ Xp • in (g).

Remark. For every g g <in(P)> there is an admissible combination L
of F such that in(L) in(g). L can be calculated in the following way:

Let F': {P e F \ deg (g) — deg (P) g N"}. Then

Q g <in(F')> and lc(g) g ä<1c(P) | P g F'>

For P g F' we calculate elements c(P) g P such that le (g) £ c(P) le (P).
PeF'

Set L : X c(P)Adeg(Q)-deg(P)P.
PeF'

Example: P: {5A, + 1, 3AT2 + 2}, Q: XfXi.
Then L - XxX 1(5X^1) + 2X i(3X2 + 2).
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2.2. Proposition. Every Q, e — {0} may be written as

with the following properties :

If in (Q) i<in (F)>, then L0 and

If in (Q) e <in(F)>, then L is an admissible combination of F with

in (L) in (2), and either 2 0 or in (2) ^ < in CO >

L and Q can be found in a finite number of steps by the following

algorithm :

20: Ö;

For fee N assume that Qk has already been defined. If in (2*;) e < in (F) >,
we define 2t+i ' Qk ~Lk,whereLk is an admissible combination of F

with in (Lj) m{Qk).
k~ 1 _

If Qk 0 or in(Qh)£ <in(F)>, then L: £ Lj and Q : Qk.
j o

Proof. We only have to show that there is a number k e N such that
in {Qu) $ < in {F) > or Qk 0.

If m{Qj) e <in (F) >, then deg(ß7) > deg(QJ+1), so the assertion follows

from the lemma 1.3.

2.3. Definition. The algorithm above is called "division by F\ the
polynomial <2 (or, more precisely, QF) is "a rest of Q after division by F\

Remarks.

1) Even if the strict ordering < is fixed, Q depends on the choice of the

Lk s in the algorithm. Hence Q is in general not uniquely determined by Q

and F.

2) If a rest of Q after division by F is zero, then Q belongs to the ideal

generated by F. In general the inverse is not true.

2.4. Example. Consider the graded lexicographic ordering and

Px: 2X1 + P2 : « 3XÏ + Xx eZ[I1?I2]
Let F be {P1, P2} and let Q : 2X\X\ + XxX2. Then Q0 Q.

L0 : 1X\X2P2 - 2X,XlPl9
Qi - Qo - Lo - 2XfX42 + 2X\X2 + XxX2

Ly \ — 2X\X\P2 + 2X\Pl9
Qi-2i - O - I + 2X?Y2 + \ + A-^2
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Now in(ß2) i <in(F)>, therefore Q L0 + + Q2

See figure 4.

3 ,3

3 /»

3

'S

5 A
>

3 3

<T

A A A

2 2 2

Z 2 2

Figure 4.

But if we choose L'0 : XxX2Pi, then

Qi : Qo - L'o - X\X\ + X1X2

Li;= - + XfP,
Ô2Ï ßi - Li - X±X\ + X\X\ + XxX2f

therefore Q L'0 + + Ö2 •

So Q2 and Q'2 are rests of Q after division by F and g2 ^ Q'2.

2.5. Proposition. Let J be an ideal in P[X] containing F. TTien the

following conditions are equivalent :

(1) F is a Gröbner basis of J.

(2) For every Qe J, each rest of Q after division by F is zero.

(3) For every Qe J, a rest of Q after division by F is zero.

Proof.

(1) => (2): Division of Q e J by F yields Q L + Q with Q 0 or in(ß)
< in (F) >. Now Le J and Qe J imply Qe J. Since < in (J) > <in(F)>,

Q must be zero.
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(2) => (3) : trivial.

(3) => (1): By (3) we have in(0g <in(F)> for every QeJ - {0}. Hence

<in(J)> <in(F)>.

2.6. Corollary. Let F be a Gröbner basis of an ideal J ^ R[2Q.

1) F generates J.

2) Let Q g R[Xf Then QeJ iff a rest of Q after dividing by F
is zero.

Proof Obvious.

2.7. Another caracterisation of Gröbner bases can be given as follows:

We shall say that a set {La | a g @(F)} of admissible combinations of F
(with pairwise different degrees) is an "inadmissible set", if for all a we have

deg (LJ a and le (La) generates the ideal

R<lc(P) I P e <in(F)>, deg(P) a>

Any F-admissible set is R-linearly independent.
If R is a field the condition on lc (La) is superfluous.

Proposition. Let J be an ideal in R[X] containing F. Then the

following conditions are equivalent :

(1) F is a Gröbner basis of J.

(2) There is an F-admissible set which is a R-basis of J.

(3) Every F-admissible set is a R-basis of J.

Proof Let {La | a g @(F)} be a F-admissible set.

(1) (3): Let Q be an element of J - {0}. Division of Q by {Ldeg(ô)},
of its rest Q by {Ldeg(Q)}>... yields in a finite number of steps an expression
of Q as R-linear combination of La's.

(3) => (2) : trivial.

(2) => (1) : Suppose that {La | a e @(F)} is a R-basis of J. For every
Q g J - {0} the initial term of Ldeg(Q) divides in(g), hence in(Q) g <in(JP)>.

3. Construction of Gröbner Bases

3.1. Definition. Let P, Q be elements of R[X], let a, ß g N" and let a,beR.
Then the polynomial
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S(P, ß) : aX«P - bX*Q
is called a "S(ubtraction)-polynomial of P, ß" iff

a + deg(P) ß + deg (Q)min (^({P})n^({ß}))
and le (P) • a le (ß) • b a least common multiple of le (P) and le (ß).

3.2. Example. Consider the graded lexicographic ordering on N2 and

P: 6X\X2 + 1, ß: 8X^X1 + 3XiX2 + X2eZ[X1?X2]

Then

4X2P -3X1ß - 9X?X2 - 3X?X2 + 4X2 and - 4X2P + 3X?ß

are ^-polynomials of P, ß.
See figure 5.

8

6

Figure 5.

3.3 Remark. For P, Q e P[X], S(P, Q) as defined above is unique up to
multiplication by an invertible element of R. Therefore we shall call it
"the" S-polynomial of P, ß.

3.4. Lemma. Let P1,..., Pk e P[X], cx,..., e P such that deg (Pi)

deg (Pk) - : 5 hut deg J] CfPj) ^ 5.
£ 1

k

Then £ cfPt z's a R-linear combination of the S-polynomials S(Pi9Pj),
i 1

1 < i,j ^ k.

Proof. By induction on k.
k

Let lt: le (Pf), 1 < i < k. Then £ cf 0.
£ 1
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It is sufficient to prove the existence of atj, hl7 e R such that

Z ctPi Z (lijPi-bijPj)andbylj, 1 < <
i=l l^ij^k

For k 2 we have c1P1 + c2P2 c1P1 — — c2)P2 and c1l1 —c2)/2.

k 3: Let / be a greatest common divisor of /i, /2, /3. Since c2/2 — cJi
— c3/3, a greatest common divisor of and /3 divides c2/. Hence there are
elements x2,x3e R such that c2l xjt + x3/3.

Then d1: { — x1l2 — c1l)/l, d2: — xJJ/l, d3: (x3l2)/l are elements

of R. Furthermore, we have

(c1 -{-d^! d2l2

(c2 + d2)l2 — d3l3

(c3 + d3)l3 djx and

Z ciPtL(c1+d^P1-d2P2-] + [(c2 + d2)P2-d3P3]
i 1

+ [(c3 + d3)P3 — d1P1]

Jc k
k > 3 : Let Q : £ and m : Z cih

i 3 i 3

If m 0, we can apply the induction hypothesis to g.

If m 7^ 0, by the k 3 case there are d2, d3 e R such that

+ c2P2 + g l(c1+d1)P1—d2P2] + [(c2 + d2)P2 — d3Q]

+ Kl+^ß-di^i]
and + d2/2 (c2 + d2)l2 d3m, (l + d3)m d1l1

Therefore, we can apply the induction hypothesis to (c2 + d2)P2 - £ d^P;
i 3

k

and to — dxP 1 (1 + d^Pi and thus terminate the proof.
t 3

Remark. If Ä is a field, the proof is trivial: Let /, : lc(Pt) and

: (Pi/h), 1 < i < K then £ c;P; c^fP'i-P'2)
i= 1

+ (ci/i+ c2/2) (P2 —P3) + •« + (£ Cili) (P,k_1 — P'k),
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3.5. Theorem. Let J be an ideal of P[X] generated by a finite subset

F ç P[X] - {0}.

Then the following assertions are equivalent :

(1) F is a Gröbner basis of J.

(2) For all P, Qe F a rest of S(P, Q) after division by F is zero.

Proof

(1) => (2) : Let P, Qe F. Then S(P, Q) and its rest after division by F are
elements of J. Therefore, this implication is a special case of proposition 2.5.,

(1) => (2).

(2)=>(1): Let A e J — {0}. We have to show that in(A)e<in(F)>.
Since J is generated by F, there are elements c(y, P) e R such that
A £ c(y,P)X'P.

PeF, yeN"

Let 5 : max {y + deg (P) | c(y, P) ^ 0} and L : Y c(y, P)XyP.
y ,p

J, deg(P) 5

By lemma 1.3. we may assume that 5 is minimal, i.e. :

if A Y, P)XyP then 5 ^ max {y + deg (P) | d(y, P) ^ 0}.
PF, yeN"

Suppose that deg (L) < 5. Then the lemma above yields

L Y p> Q)X*S(P> Q) > <<*> P,Q)zR
P, QeF, aeNn

(note that for ß, y e N" there is an a g N" such that S(X*P, XyQ) X*S(P, Q)).

But according to (2) the S-polynomials are admissible combinations of F
and clearly the same holds for the XaS(P, ©'s. Since their degree is smaller

than 8, this is a contradiction to the minimality of 8. Hence deg(L) 8.

But then in (^4) in(L) g <in (P)>.

3.6. Theorem. Let J be the ideal generated by F. Then a Gröbner

basis of J can be constructed (in a finite number of steps) by the following
algorithm :

F0' F

Fi + 1: Ft kj ({S(P, Q) I P, Q e Pj - {0})

(S(P, Q) is a rest of S(P, Q) after division by Ft). If Ft Fi + 1, then

Fi is a Gröbner basis of J.
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Proof. By the preceding theorem we only have to show that there is a

k e N such that Fk Fk+1.

If Fi c= Fi+1 then <in(Fi)> c= <m(Fi+1)>. Since the strictly ascending

sequence <in (F0)> c= <in(F1)> c= must be finite, there is a k e N with
Fk Fk+1.

3.7. Example. Consider the graded lexicographic ordering on N2 and

F: {P,: 2X^1 -X1,P2: 3XfX2 - X2} s Z[XlyX2].
Then

F0 F and S(Pl9P2) 3X1P1 - 1X2P2 - 3Xl + 2X\

S(P1,P2) :P3.

So

F!{P1,P2,P3} and S(pltpy* 0,

SiP^)^ 4X42~ 3Xl :P4, S(P2,P3)Fl -X2=
Therefore F2 {P1,P2,P3,P4,P5}andall rests after division by F2 of
S-polynomials are 0. Hence F2 is a Gröbner basis of the ideal generated by

See figure 6.

-J

Figure 6.
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3.8. Remark. Let G be a Gröbner basis of an ideal J. We shall say that G

is "simplified" if all P e G fulfill the following two conditions :

le(P) generates the ideal R<lc(Q) \ Qe J, deg(g) deg(P)>

and

in(P) $ <in(G—{P})>

It is easy to see that the elements of a simplified Gröbner basis have

pairwise different degrees.

If R is a field then G is simplified iff the elements of G have pairwise
different degrees and deg(G) is the set of minimal elements (with respect
to the natural partial ordering on N") in deg (J).

If G is not simplified, then in the following way we can construct
(in a finite number of steps) a simplified Gröbner basis of J :

For every P e G choose an admissible combination P' of G such that
deg (P) deg (P') and le (P') generates the ideal

*<lc(ß)l ße J, deg(ß) deg (P)>

Then G' : (Pr | P g G} is a Gröbner basis of J, since <in (J)> <in (G)>
S <in(G')> £ <in(J)>.

If there is a P' e G' with in(P')e <in(G' —{P'})>, then G' — {P'} is a

Gröbner basis, since then < in (G' —{P'})> <in(G')> <in(J)>.
Replace G' by G' — {P'}. After finitely many eliminations of this kind we

obtain a simplified Gröbner basis.

In example 3.7. the Gröbner basis P2 is not simplified, since in(P2)
— A2in(P3) and in (P4) 1X2 in (P5). {Pl5P3,P5} is a simplified

Gröbner basis of the ideal generated by P2.

4. Application to Systems of Algebraic Equations

Let J be an ideal in P[X], generated by a subset F / {0}.

4.1. We may consider F as a system of algebraic equations in n variables.

We denote by K an algebraic closure of the quotient field of R.

Let Z(F) (resp. ZK(F)) be the set {z e Rn (resp. Kn) | P(z) 0 for all P e F)
of common zeros in Rn (resp. Kn) of the elements of P. Clearly Z(P) Z(J)
and Zk(F) ZK(J).
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4.2. Proposition. Let G be a Gröbner basis of J.

1) ZK(J) 0 iff G nR^ 0.
2) The set ZK(J) is finite iff N" — <3(G) is finite. In this case the

cardinality of ZK(J) is smaller than or equal to the cardinality of N" — Q)(G\

Proof

1) By Hilbert's Nullstellensatz we know :

Zk{J) Therefore ZK(J) 0 implies 0 g deg (J), hence

G n R =£ 0.
2) Let I be the ideal generated by J in K[X~]. Then F is a Gröbner
basis of I, too. Again by Hilbert's Nullstellensatz the dimension (as

TC-vector space) of K[X~\/I is an upper bound for the cardinality of
ZK(J) ZK(I), and this dimension is finite iff ZK(J) is so. Since G is a
Gröbner basis of 7, one easily verifies that the residue classes Xa + I,
a g Nn — Q)(G\ form a TGbasis of K[X~\/I. This proves the proposition.

4.3. Proposition. Let G be a Gröbner basis of J with respect to the

lexicographic ordering (see 1.2.).

If J n RIXk,...,Xn-] * {0}, then

Gk : G n R[_Xk,..., XJ
is a Gröbner basis of

Jh: JnRtXk,..., XJ;
in particular, Gk generates the ideal Jk ^ R[Xh,..., Xn~] (l^k^n).

Proof. Let QeJk. For any P g F[I] with deg(P) < deg(Q) we have
p E Rlxk, -, XJ, since < is the lexicographic ordering. By 2.2. and 2.5.
there are c(a, P) e R such that Q £ c(a> p)x*p and c(oc, P) ^ 0 implies

PeG, aeNn

deg (X*P) < deg (Q).

Hence we have X'Pe R[Xk,...,X„]for c(oc, 0, and, by 2.5. again,
Gk is a Gröbner basis of Jk.

4.4. Now we can apply the theory of Gröbner bases to find the solutions
to the system Fof algebraic equations. Consider the following algorithm:

First we construct a Gröbner basis G of J with respect to the
lexicographic ordering (see 3.6.). As in 4.3. we write Gk for G n R[Xk,..., AJ,
1 < fc < n.
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Compute the greatest common divisor Pn of the (univariate) polynomials
in Gn. Find a zero an e R of Pn. If Pn has no zero in R, then Z(J) 0.

Let ke {1,..., n— 1}. Suppose that ak+1, ane R have already been found.
Let Gk(ak+1,..., an) ç #[Xk] be the set of polynomials in one variable Xk
obtained from Gk by substituting everywhere cij for Xj9k + 1 ^ j < n.

Compute the greatest common divisor Pk of the polynomials in
Gk(ak+i> •••> an\ Find a zero ahe R of Pk. If Pk has no zero in R, we have

to go back to Gn and to find another sequence a'n,..., ak + 1.
If we obtain (al5..., an) by this algorithm, it is an element of Z(J).

By 4.3. all elements of Z(J) can be computed in this way.

Suppose that ZK(J) is finite (i.e. Nn — @(G) is finite) and that we are
able to solve univariate polynomial equations in R (which is the case for
R Z). Then the algorithm above yields Z(J) in a finite number of steps.

4.5. Example. Let F be the subset

{2XÎ + 3X fX2X3 -X,X I + 5X1 -2X\- 5X2X3 - IX 3 + 41,

4XÎ + 6X\X2X3 -1X^X1+10^! + 3XÏ + 5X2X3 + 2X\- iiX\ + \9X3 + 25,

6Xi + 10X2X3 + 2Xi-llX23 + 2lX3-40} of Z[X1}X2,X3]

By the algorithm 3.6. we get a Gröbner basis G of the ideal generated by F :

G {2X33-llXl + 17X3-6,
3x1 + 5X2X3 + 2X3-17,

2X1 + 3X\X2X3 — XxX 1 + 5XJL + 24}

Now Z(G3) - {2, 3}, Z(G2(2)) {1}, Z(G2(3)) 0 and Z(G1(1, 2)) - {-2}.
So Z(F) {(-2, 1,2)}.

5. Application to a Geometric Problem

5.1. For Pe#[X] let P be the homogeneization of P by a further
variable Xn + 1. For an ideal J ^ #[X] we write J for the ideal generated

by {P\PeJ} in K[Xl5..., X„+1].

Proposition. Let G be a Gröbner basis of J with respect to the

graded inverse lexicographic ordering (see 2.1.). Then G : {P | P e G} is a

Gröbner basis of J.
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Proof. Since we consider the graded inverse lexicographic ordering, we

have for all PeUffl- {0} : m (P) in(P). Hence <in(J)> <in(J)>
< in (G) > < in (G) >.

5.2. Example. Let Rbea field. Consider the "twisted cubic"

Z: {(t, t2,t3)\tÇR3.

Then J:<Xl-X3,Xl - X2> <

is the ideal of polynomials vanishing on Z.

Recall that the set of zeroes of J in the projective space P3(R) is the

closure (with respect to the Zariski topology) of Z.

The polynomials X\ - X3Xl and X\do not generate the ideal

J s: RIX1,X2,X3,X4].
By 3.6. G: {XI —X2,X1X2 - X3,X22 - X^f is a Gröbner basis

of J with respect to the graded inverse lexicographic ordering. Hence J
is generated by {Xj— X2XA, X2X2 — X32f4, X12f3X4}.
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